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Owner Hubert Rigal with
his Lilac R-92 Magnum



The history of Lilac R-92 Magnum F9-0600

In 1967, at a time when the company was failing, an effort was made to introduce the 500cc Lilacs to the French
market. Two sample bikes were assembled and sent to well-known Paris motorcycle dealer Ladevèze (Société
Nouvelle Ladevèze & Cie), one being this featured Magnum and the other an Electra. The bikes were received
on December 16, 1967, but Lilac was out of business shortly thereafter, so no other R-92s were imported.

Upon the shop owner’s death the 2 Lilacs were sold to a collector. In 2005 they were bought by Mr. Rigal. In
2006 he sold the electric-start Lilac to a Belgian Lilac fan with whom I have corresponded.

This Magnum is unique in being built with the prototype Magnum frame F9-0600 and, presumably, the last
Magnum motor, R2-0786. Also it is the only manual-start model R-92 ever built with the beefier Electra top end.

These two R-92s were the only 500cc models officially imported into Europe. All 500s produced afterwards (F9-
1120 through F9-1123) were sent to Australia.

Mr. Rigal restored the Lilac in 2018. The photos that follow, with dark background, were made subsequent to
that restoration. After these photos you will find some different views of the Lilac made prior to the restoration. I
include them for reference purposes.

At the end of this document you will find some documents dated 1968 relating to the importation of the 2
Lilacs.



Note the Magnum
Electra top end.
R-92s badged as Lilacs
had turn signals,
whereas those badged
as Marushos did not.







Note the “Mickey Mouse Ears”
taillight, also used on the
Magnum Electra and the
Bridgestone BS-90 (possibly
others).







Motor vehicles
registered in France
between 1936 and
1993 had yellow

headlights.







Note the Electra-style cylinder, head and valve
cover. The cylinder is fatter than those on the

models ST and other Magnums, and it was
anticipated that they would be suitable for boring

to 600cc.



























After the restoration
Hubert did a test ride
of 3km, leaving the
bike still with extremely
low mileage.



The French mechanic who did this
beautiful restoration.

The two French Lilac R-92s in Marseilles on
the day they arrived, December 16, 1967.



SERIAL NUMBERS (Frame F9-0600, Motor R2-0786)

500cc motorcycles badged as Marushos have motor
numbers beginning with the prefix “2”, while those badged
as Lilacs begin with “R2”. The frame numbers always begin
with “F9”. The official model designation is “R-92”. The “R”,
“9” and “2” are included in the two serial numbers of a
Lilac R-92.

This bike is the last Magnum built, but used the first,
presumably prototype, Magnum frame F9-0600. In addition
it uses the last Magnum motor known, R2-0786. As
mentioned earlier, the top end is borrowed from the
succeeding model, the 1967 Magnum Electra.



Hubert Rigal with Magnum F9-0600 (right)
and Electra F9-1119 (left, since sold), in
2006.

The following photos are from 2006, before
the restoration, and are included because
they show additional views.





























Mock-up of prospectus for manual-
and electric-start R-92s. The image
shown, however, is for the earlier
model ST.

Stamp from left
enlarged and enhanced




